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27Detecting natural selection signals in Plasmodium parasites antigens might be used for identifying poten-
28tial new vaccine candidates. Fifty-nine Plasmodium vivax-Sal-I genes encoding proteins having a potential
29role in invasion were used as query for identifying them in recent P. vivax strain genome sequences and
30two closely-related Plasmodium species. Several measures of DNA sequence variation were then calcu-
31lated and selection signatures were detected by using different approaches. Our results may be used
32for determining which genes expressed during P. vivax merozoite stage could be prioritised for further
33population genetics or functional studies for designing a P. vivax vaccine which would avoid allele-
34specific immune responses.
35� 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
36
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39 1. Introduction

40 Malaria is a disease caused by Plasmodium parasites (Cox, 2010).
41 Plasmodium falciparum is the best characterised species, whereas
42 research into Plasmodium vivax has been more limited (Arnott
43 et al., 2012; Patarroyo et al., 2012). Likewise, anti-P. vivax vaccine
44 development is behindhand and few vaccine candidates have been
45 proposed to date. Characterising potential new candidates
46 involved the search for sequences having a high level of identity
47 with P. falciparum antigens (Patarroyo et al., 2012). Recently,
48 Restrepo-Montoya et al. (2011) has led to categorising several
49 P. vivax proteins having a potential role in invasion by bioinformat-
50 ics approaches.
51 The proteins characterised in the aforementioned studies could
52 be used for P. vivax asexual-blood vaccine development since they
53 seem to be implicated in invasion; however, these molecules’
54 genetic diversity and evolutionary forces must be ascertained by
55 population genetics analysis to design a completely effective vac-
56 cine (Arnott et al., 2012; Barry and Arnott, 2014). The most com-
57 monly used tests in population genetics are based on the allele
58 frequency spectrum and require the sequencing of many isolates;

59therefore, performing such studies for all these genes would
60involve much time and resources. However, Cornejo et al. (2014),
61using a limited sample size (Genomes from 5 isolates) have identi-
62fied genes having signatures consistent with selection. This kind of
63analysis could be a starting point for detecting potential new
64vaccine candidates (Weedall and Conway, 2010), similar to the
65approach adopted for P. falciparum (Ochola et al., 2010; Tetteh
66et al., 2009).
67The present study has used three different approaches for
68detecting selection signals within 59 previously-characterised
69merozoite antigens using the sequences from five P. vivax isolates
70and two closely-related species. The results may be used for deter-
71mining which antigens might be prioritised and evaluated in
72further studies aimed at designing a completely effective vaccine.

732. Material and methods

742.1. Target sequences and alignments

75Sequences were obtained for 59 protein-encoding genes from
76the Salvador I isolate (Sal-I); these genes had been previously char-
77acterised by adopting a molecular approach (Arevalo-Pinzon et al.,
782011, 2013; Moreno-Perez et al., 2013b; Patarroyo et al., 2012) or
79suggested as promising vaccine candidates by having a potential
80role in invasion (Restrepo-Montoya et al., 2011) (Supplementary
81data 1). Forty-eight genes had not been subjected to previous
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82 population genetic analysis and 11 have been previously evaluated.
83 These sequences were used as query for searching for them in the
84 available genomic P. vivax isolate sequences (Neafsey et al., 2012)
85 and two closely-related species (Plasmodium cynomolgi and
86 Plasmodium knowlesi) (Pain et al., 2008; Tachibana et al., 2012) using
87 the tBlastn tool from the protozoa genomic NCBI (Richie and Saul,
88 2002) database. A tBlastn search in GenBank database was made
89 regarding sequences reported for other stains (VCG-I, Belen or
90 South Korea).
91 Some genes belong to multigene families; therefore orthologous
92 identification should be performed. A combination of criteria was
93 used for identifying putative orthologues, including a phylogenetic
94 signal (tree topology), sequence similarity (genetic distance) and
95 synteny (similar genomic position), as previously described
96 (Arisue et al., 2011; Garzon-Ospina et al., 2010, 2014; Rice et al.,
97 2014). P. vivax, P. cynomolgi and P. knowlesi sera, msp-3, msp-7, clag,
98 pfam-a and pfam-d genes were aligned with all members of their
99 families, respectively using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004), followed by

100 manual edition. The best evolutionary model was selected for each
101 alignment by Bayesian Information Criterion, using MEGA software
102 (Tamura et al., 2011). Maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees
103 were then inferred using the respective model; all gaps and
104 ambiguously-aligned regions were removed. Topology reliability
105 was evaluated by bootstrapping (1000 iterations). Multiple align-
106 ments were then made (by MUSCLE) for single-copy genes using
107 sequences from isolates, together with P. cynomolgi and P. knowlesi
108 orthologous sequences.

109 2.2. Genetic diversity and natural selection analysis

110 DnaSP software (Librado and Rozas, 2009) was used for estimat-
111 ing several measures regarding DNA sequence variation. Cornejo et
112 al. (2014) had previously identified patterns consistent with
113 natural selection acting across the P. vivax genome by using the
114 two-dimensional Hudson, Kreitman and Aguade (HKA) test, the
115 genome-wide version of the McDonald–Kreitman (MK) test and
116 Tajima D estimator; however, natural selection signals were not
117 found for several genes involved in merozoite invasion. We
118 assessed natural selection by conventional MK test (McDonald
119 and Kreitman, 1991) and p/K ratio. The MK test was performed tak-
120 ing the Jukes–Cantor divergence correction into account (Jukes,
121 1969) by using a web server (Egea et al., 2008). The p/K ratio
122 was evaluated for identifying genes having a high value correlated
123 with balancing selection (Ochola et al., 2010; Tetteh et al., 2009).
124 MEGA software was used to assess selection signals within P. vivax
125 by calculating the non-synonymous substitution per site rate (dN)
126 and synonymous substitution per site rate (dS) by the modified
127 Nei–Gojobori method (Zhang et al., 1998). Likewise, to infer natu-
128 ral selection signatures which could have prevailed during
129 Plasmodium evolutionary history (using P. vivax, P. cynomolgi and
130 P. knowlesi sequences as data set) the difference between the
131 average number of non-synonymous divergence substitutions per
132 non-synonymous site rate and of synonymous divergence substi-
133 tutions per synonymous site rate (KN–KS) was inferred using the
134 modified Nei–Gojobori method with Jukes–Cantor correction.
135 Significant differences were evaluated by Z-test (when non-syn-
136 onymous and synonymous substitutions > 10) or Fisher’s exact test
137 (when non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions < 10).
138 Furthermore, a sliding window for dN/dS and KN/KS ratios (x) was
139 performed; gaps and ambiguously aligned regions were removed
140 for analysis. Genetic diversity and selection were assessed by
141 Sal-I annotation as reference.
142 The most suitable antigens for vaccine development regarding
143 our approach should have limited diversity or at least a domain
144 having this pattern. Such genes/domains should have a natural
145 negative selection signal (and x < 1). However, genes under

146positive selection might be taken into account if provided with
147domains having both limited diversity and low x values.

1483. Results

1493.1. Diversity analysis

150Sequences from 59 previously identified P. vivax protein-encod-
151ing genes having a potential role in invasion were analysed here.
152Sequence analysis revealed premature stop codons in PVX_096990
153and PVX_097710 genes in Mauritania-I and Brazil-I isolates, respec-
154tively. Few genes were absent or incomplete in some isolates; i.e. the
155PVX_003825 gene was not found in a North Korean isolate whereas
156PVX_092425 was incomplete at the 50-end, PVX_086850 and
157PVX_086930 were missing in the Brazil-I isolate, PVX_097700 was
158absent in the Mauritania-I isolate and PVX_097710 appeared not
159to be present in the India-VII isolate in which the PVX_096990 gene
160was incomplete at the 50-end.
161Genetic diversity measurement revealed 16 highly polymorphic
162genes (p > 0.01), 35 with intermediate polymorphism (0.009 < p >
1630.001) and 8 having low genetic diversity (p < 0.001) (Table 1 and
164Supplementary data 1). Fig. 1 shows the nucleotide polymorphism
165distribution within the aforementioned 59 genes.
166Phylogenetic trees were then inferred to determinate putative
167orthologous relationships for the multigene families
168(Supplementary data 2). Putative orthologues had to be clustered
169in a clade in a one-to-one relationship and had to have a similar
170genomic position. The clades formed in some families agreed with
171previous reports (Arisue et al., 2011; Garzon-Ospina et al., 2010;
172Rice et al., 2014). Hence, 34 of these 59 genes were found in both
173P. cynomolgi and P. knowlesi species, whereas another 15 genes
174were only present in P. cynomolgi; 10 genes appeared to be exclu-
175sive to P. vivax.

1763.2. Natural selection signatures in P. vivax genes

177Three different approaches were used for screening natural
178selection signals. The neutral index (NI) from the MK test showed
179that 16 genes had excess polymorphism regarding divergence
180(NI > 1) and only one had NI < 1, while the p/K ratio showed 11
181genes which might be under balancing selection (Table 2 and
182Supplementary data 1).
183A statistically significant dN > dS was found in 12 genes while 9
184had significant dN < dS values (Table 2 and Supplementary data 1).
185The KN–KS difference gave negative selection between species for
18635 genes whereas another 10 displayed positive selection
187(Supplementary data 1). Some genes had a different natural selec-
188tion signal from that previously reported (Tachibana et al., 2012),
189probably since we used sequences from 5 isolates, unlike
190Tachibana et al., who only used the Sal-I isolate. Some genes eval-
191uated here were not assessed in the aforementioned report.
192Since the Nei–Gojobori method is a conservative test, we per-
193formed a sliding window for the x rate (dN/dS and/or KN/KS) for
194identifying specific domains within genes having a determined
195selective signal (Supplementary data 3). Several genes lacking sig-
196nificant dN or dS rates displayed a particular domain having
197dN/dS ± 1 but also KN/KS < 1 throughout sequences. Members of
198pvmsp-3 and pvsera multigene families had KN/KS > 1 values
199throughout all genes, suggesting high divergence between P. vivax
200and related species.

2014. Discussion

202A vaccine focusing on P. vivax is urgently needed for malaria
203control; however, its design has been delayed, mainly due to slow
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